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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
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25,1950

A LIGh~ REKINDLED
Today sees the appearance of the first issue of our Law School
newspc.per and tl1e creation of a..."l effective organ to voice the idec.,s
and the hopes of the students of one of man's oldest and most
honored nrofessions: THE"LAW.
The narne, RES GESTAE, "'H2.s given in 1895 to the first student.
publice.tion of this law school. After severc::.l years, RES GES':'E,
for some unfortunate end ine}:plice.ble reason r.:hich we hope wa,s not
apathy, uas laid to rest. But its spirit w~sn't.
:aes Gestc.e, as a, I'ule of evidence~ applies to expressions made
at the time 2n act occurs.
In short, it is an extemporaneous, as
distinguislleCt from 2. delibera.ti ve, ex:;ression. Bouvier says it is
one "where there is neither time nor motive for misrenresenta.tion
or invention. It precludes the idea 9f deliberate design.w
Our na'Lle sets the policies which T.'Jill govern this publicc:.tion.
We shall on all matters S!!Bak frc.nkly. We do not, l1owever, intend
to be a Don Q,uixote. Our first loyalty is always to our school and
to the welfare of its students. Our expressions 'T!Vill always be in
keeping with the dignity of the profession of law. We hope never
to plead guilty to being sophomorish; nor to being so so:phistice,ted
as to be boring.
Only gross ingratitude would prevent our acknowledging the
efforts made and tl1e interest sl1own. in RES GESTAE by our Deen, E.
BLYTHE STASON. ThRnks,too,axe due to Associ&te Professor ALL.~ F.
SMITH, our acting. · FD.cul ty .Advisor, who has s-,ent ma.r:y hocrs' in
assisting witn tne planning for this journal. We a!'e grateful, too,
for the J~O~al and fin~cial encourag~uent·given by the menbership
of the fsculty ~~d the officers of the La~ Student Association.
This first issue is dedicated to the faculty.
Ultimately our fate lies in your l12Ilds. Whether we succeed or
not will be finally determined by the cooperation and interest you
exhibit. RES GES'IAE needs -r:orke~s. vmn 1 t you volunteer?
RES GESTAE will be a. montrlly publication. Tnis issue is our
foundation. Ever:{ subsequent issue will witness our growth. In
th~e, mimeographing will give way to·printing.
In every sense,
this is your paper. The future, yes, even the fate, of RES GESTAE
rests with you ..
The Edit8rs.
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Editor in Chief"

Karl G. Nelson
Business Manager:

Tiffany Murphy
Layout Editor:

Pascale Bishop
Photographer:

Jami Jarosch
Senior Contributing Editor:

Bruce Manning
Contributing Editors:

Paul Diller,
Kelly O'Donnell
Cartoonist.

W.D.Lee

Web Site Editors:

Maury Bricks
Nathan Carney
Envelope Stuffing & Moral Support:

Sarah Gallagher Warbelow
Res Gestae is published biweekly during the
school year by students of the University of
Michigan Law School. Opinions expressed in
bylined articles are those of the authors and do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the
editorial staff. Articles may be reprinted without pennission, provided that the author and Res
Gestae are credited and notified.

If you haven't figured it out yet, this is a retrospective issue commemorating our fiftieth year of publication. Res Gestae first appeared
in 1895 as an annual publication of the graduating class. It was basically a yearbook, with short biographies of the seniors including details such as "parentage" and political affiliation. Warren Pierpont, for
example, was of "Yankee-French descent," his father was a farmer, and
he declared himself a Mugwump. Various extracurricular clubs had
their own pages, including the Prohibition Club and the Banjo Oub
(with 16 pictured members!). The yearbook of our century has been
titled "The Quad," and has come and gone with the whims of the student body; its last publication was several years ago.
The current incarnation of Res Gestae as a student-run newspaper
went through growing pains during the 50s and 60s, but has remained
a steady feature of each academic year. It has been a quarterly, a
monthly, a weekly - whatever the student body is disciplined enough
to put out. Currently, the RG is published roughly biweekly, or six
times per semester. Anyone may join its staff (read: Please come help
us!) and onetime contributions are welcome.
There is nothing new in this issue; everything is culled from our
archives. I have tried to present a wide range of materials, illustrating
our Law School's sociological and physical evolution through the years.
Throughout its history, the RG has maintained a reputation for irreverence, and that spirit is generously documented by the humorous items
starting at page 22.
How do you pronounce our name, you ask? Well, we tried to tell
you in 1962 {and you could have just looked it up yourself!), but no

one~g~itri~tm~~~~

Res Gestae welcomes submissions. Please place
all articles, columns, or opinion pieces in the

Res Gestae pendaflex located on the third floor
of Hutchins Hall across from the faculty
mailroom. Submissions may be made on 3.5"
disk or via email (preferably as a MS Word attachment). Res Gestae reserves the right to edit
all submissions in the interest of space.
Mailing address·

Res Gestae
University of Michigan Law School
625 South State St.
Ann Arbor, MI 48 I 09
Phone: (734) 615-1288
Web Site Address·
http://www.law.umich.edu/pubslrg
~

116 Legal Research
(near the Law School Student Senate office)

you have the right not to remain silent.

Editor in Chief

EXPLANATORY NOTE
The RES GESTAE is a law student publication of long standing,
but bears a name very difficult to pronounce. So by way of welcoming the freshmen there follows a treatise on the pronunciation
of res gestae. Incidentally, res gestae means "things current,"
or "matter incidental to the main fact and explanatory of it"
(Ballantine's Law Dictionary).
.·
Black's Law Dictionary states that lawyers use a combination
of Roman and English pronunciation. English: reez 1es tee;
Roman: raze iest-eye. Prof. Blume and Ballantine's dictionary
prefer reez iestee. However,·Professors Wellman, Oppenheim and
Coffey prefer race iest-eye. There seem to be ten different possible combinations from the following: reez, reese, race, raze
and ress, and jestee, jest-eye, gestee, and gest-eye.. (Ree jest
is rarely encountered and is frowned upon.)
In spite of Black, Blume and Ballentine, the clincher is Raymond (Perry Mason) Burr who says race 1est-eye. (To our. knowledge
~ Defenders has never had occasion to use the phrase.)

write to us:

rg@umich.edu

In the interest of uniformity we prefer to follow Raymond
Burr and the great weight of autho;ity and say "race 1est-eye."

Congratulations to the
University of Michigan
Law School's

on its 50th year
of publication.

Best wishes for
continued success.

~''=6====~========~=e=~=®=e=~=ta=e==·==7=~=e=pt=em=b=e=r=19=9=9~~~~--------------Among the most surprising finds in our trek through the archives was this commentary
January, 1954
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LA WYERS IN THE FBI
by
JOHN EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR

Federal Bureau of In:vestigation, United States Department of Justice
This June, thousands of American law students will be graduated
from the colleges and universities of our nation. Having devoted
yean of their lives t.o the study of law, these students now will prepare to adapt their education to a specific vocation. Perhaps the
most important decision in their lives will be made when they decide upon the single position of those available to them which they
will accept.
lf he is to find happiness in the life which lies ahead, it is important that each of these graduates resolve to his own satisfaction
several questions pertaining to his chosen vocation. Before accept•
ing any offer of employment, he must ask himself: wwhat shall I
accomplish if 1 engage in this type of work l Must 1 compromise
my ideals to enter this field l Are the standards and goals of this
vocation in keeping with my moral values l"
We, of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, sincerely feel that
our activities and responsibilities enable us to answer these questions positively and convincingly.
Hundreds of law-u.iined Special Agents once were confronted
with the same problem which now faces graduating law students.
These men weighed the various job opportunities available to them,
searching for the one position which would provide both personal
satisfaction and practical application of their legal education. In
the FBI they have found that position.
To effectively discharge his responsibilities to the citizens of
the United States, each Special Agent of the FBI must possess a keen,
practical .nderstanding of the laws of our nation. Not only must he
be fully cognizant of the laws governing arrest, searches, seizure
and evidence. but it is essential that his knowledge of the Federal
violations within the jurisdiction of the FBI be thorough and comprehensive.
In their investigations of violations of Federal laws, Special
Agents must understand the elements which comprise these violations if they are to find admissible evidence and to locate competent witnesses. Their task is one of finding facts. Thus, they must
possess legal minds -- probing, analytical minds of the type which
law schools strive to develop in their students.
The FBI provides a career opportunity for law graduates whose
character. personal habits, resourcefulness and physical condition
show they are qualified to serve the citizens of the United States.
In taking his oath of office, each Special Agent accepts a trust
which must be held inviolate. He pledges himself to subordinate
personal interest where it conflicts with the welfare of the nation,
to defend the right and protect the innocent, and to fight crime
and subversion with all the vigor provided by law.
As a law enforcement officer, the Special Agent pits his abilities against those who would encroach ~pon the rights of others.
In the efficient discharge of his duties, he makes the streets of our
nation safer for women and children, the home more secure for
family life, the shop and the office less vulnerable to criminal
deceit and violence, the government less permeable to intimidation, racketeering and subversion.
The challenge of these responsibilities is one which can be met
by only the qualified few. The physical and mental demands of a
career in Federal law enforcement are great, the hours long, the
obstacles endless. Special Agents are won duty• at all times. Even
their personal lives are judged by the public as critically as their
professional conduct. To the person whose sincere goal is that of
helping make America more secure from crime and subversion,
however. the rewards of a career in the FBI are far greater than the
energy expended.

Helping to protect society, convict criminals, and acquit the
innocent is a pursuit rich in personal satisfaction and pride. For
example, analyze the following case, typical of thousands of others,
from the files of the FBI.
In the early Spring of 1950, a confidence man approached the
home of a retired packing company employee in Indianapolis,
Indiana. A well-respected member of the community, the con
man's victim had been ailing for a number of yean and had spent a
considerable amount of his life savings for medical expenses. In•
troducing himself as MDr. Williams, • the criminal entered the man's
home under the pretext of being a Federal Government doctor.
After examining the man, wor .. Williams• revealed the cause of
his illness -- MBad nerves and low blood pressure. • He further confided to his victim, "You'll be blind in thirty days. I'll have to
leave you some medicine for your eyes. • The man paid $25.80 for
two envelopes of pills. He was so confident that •williams• was a
Government doctor that he took the pills as prescribed for about
eight days.
On another occasion, wor. Williams• bilked a 72-year-old
woman of $9.58, the total funds remaining from her monthly welfare pension. This woman was crippled and practically destitute.
As a result of losing the $9.58, she was forced to depend upon friends
and neighbors for sustenance until her next welfare check arrived.
In posing as a MFederal Government doctor, • however, the con
man violated the Federallmpersonation Statute. A warrant for his
arrest was issued on April 10. 1950, and he was taken into Federal
custody seven days later.
In their investigation of •or. Williams' • activities. Special·
Agents determined that he had been released from Atmore Prison in
Alabama ress than four months prior to his arrest. After bilking a
number of people in Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi and Alabama,
he moved to Indiana with his fake doctor scheme. His victims usually were elderly. uneducated, crippled. blind or impoverished.
Even when personally confronted by these victims after his apprehension, the con man did not appear to show remorse.
As a result of the investigation conducted by the FBI, •or.
Williams• was convicted on two counts of impersonation in the
Federal District Court at Indianapolis, Indiana, on June 29, 1950.
In helping to place him behind bars, Special Agents performed a
service which contributed immeasurably to the betterment of
America and the plight of the ill and downtrodden. They were
proud of this accomplishment as would any law-abiding citizen
have been.
wor. Williams' • criminal activities were comparatively no less
heinous, however, than those of espionage agents and subversive
elements who would undermine our nation and sell the American
people into foreign enslavement. The FBI is responsible for investi·
gating espionage, sabotage, subversive activities and related matters
on a nation-wide basis. These domestic intelligence responsibilities are an enormous challenge, but the vigor and thoroughness
which characterize the effortS of Special Agents in this field of endeavor clearly reflect their enthusiastic devotion to the task of preserving American democracy.
In the investigation Qf Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. for example.
Special Agents voluntarily worked thousands of hours• overtime to
gather evidence and locate witnesses to establish the espionage activities of this pair. The unselfish devotion to duty which motivated
theSe men to give so generously of their time sprang solely from their
desire to help identify and convict those persons who threaten America from within.
(continued on page 10)

----------------lll!~~~ts~~~t~s~ta~t==·~7~~~e=pt=e=m=be=r=l=9=99=============7~//
written by none other than J Edgar Hoover. Quite the historical artifact...
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(continued from page 3>
Full knowledge of the Federal laws governing arrest, searches,
seizures and evidence is essential to the FBI's activity. The trials
of Communist Pany leaders. espionage agents and other persons who
represent a threat to the internal security of the United States
clearly attest to this fact. Repeatedly, efforu have been made at
trials of such persons to discredit Special Agents, to impugn wit·
nesses and to belittle evidence which is presented in court. Questions hurled at Special Agents in many of these trials have been
designed to draw from them information concerning investigative
procedures and techniques employed by the FBI, statements concerning the extent of the FBI's knowledge of the activities of various
subversive elements, and other information which, though having
no direct bearing on the guilt or innocence of the persons .on trial,
is jealously sought by the enemies of freedom and democracy.
At present, the FBI is accepting applications from male graduates of resident law schools and from graduate accountants who
have at least three years' auditing or accounting experience. Applicants must meet rigid physical requirements, and the personality,
resourcefulness and sincerity of each are determined in interviews
with FBI officials. In addition, those applicants who possess law
training must prove their aptitude for investigative work, as well as
their ability to apply a given Federal law to a set of circumstances.
in a written examination. Graduate accountants who apply are
given an accounting examination.
A thorough investigatioo is conducted into the character and
background of all applicants who are considered for appointment.
Only the best qualified men are accepted. Following their appointment, these men must complete a 16-week course of training at the
FBI's Headquaners in Washingron, D. C., and at the FBI Academy
and ranges on the United States Marine Corps Base in Quantico,
Virginia. During this period, the progress of all trainees is carefully surveyed. Those who do nor display the potential of a good
Special Agent are dropped.
The training course provided newly-appointed Special Agents
covers all phases of the FBI's activities and responsibilities, Courses
in fingerprinting, scientific crime detection, firearms, defensive
tactics and other technical subjects are given. Laws governing all
Federal violations within the jurisdiction of the FBI are analyzed
and discussed. Instruction is provided in the interviewing of criminal suspects and witnesses, the searching of crime scenes and the
collection and preservation of evidence.
Panicular emphasis, however, is given to courses on Federal
criminal procedure and the Constitution and Bill of Rights. Special
Agents are cautioned that any violation of Civil Rights will not be
tolerated by the FBI. They learn that the FBI strives as diligently
to establish the innocence of the falsely accused as to help convict
the guilty.
At the conclusion of this training period, the new Special Agents
are assigned to the FBI's field offices as investigators. There are 52
FBI field offices, 49 in the continental United States and one each in
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. As the needs of the FBI may dictate, each Agent is subject to transfer to any of these field offices.
The FBI is a comparatively small law enforcement agency: there is
approximately one Special Agent for every 25,000 persons in the
general population as compared to ooe local, county or state police
officer for every 76o persons. It is essential, therefore, that Special
Agents be available for immediate transfer to any area where their
services are needed.
In their investigative activities, Special Agents impanially
gather and report the facts. Their reports may nor be colored .with
their persooal views or opinions. The FBI" is strictly a fact-finding
agency. At no time do its employees assume the role of accuser,
proiecutOl, judge or jury. Based upoo the facts reported, the evidence gathered and the witnesses located by Special Agents, however, attOlDeys of the United States Department of Justice render
prosecutive opinions, authorize the obtaining of warrants, and pre•
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sent cases to grand and petit juries.
Some measure of the effectiveness of the FBI in carrying out its
responsibilities to the American people is found in the Bureau's statistical accomplishments. During the 1953 fiscal year, there were
9.859 convictions in cases investigated by the FBI. Of the persons
brought to trial, 96.9 per cent were convicted. and 91.7 per cent of
these convictions resulted from pleas of guilty. The sentences imposed in these cases included five death sentences. seven terms of
life imprisonment, and actual, suspended and probationary sentences
totaling 24.956 years, 6 months and IO.days.
In the 1953 fiscal year, 13,839 FBI fugitives were located. Fines
totaling $1,428,040 were imposed in FBI cases, and savings and recoveries of $100,557,481 were realized. In addition, following an
FBI investigation, an adJudication by the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals of the Texas City. Texas, Disaster Federal Tort Claims litigation resulted in savings to lhe Government amounting to $224,374,328.
While these statistics anest to the FBI's contribution to the betterment of America, they also show the need within the FBI for
maintaining high standards of personnel selection and performance.
An estimate based upon crime reports submitted to the FBI by law
enforcement agencies throughout the United States shows that a
record total of 2,Q36,510 major crimes were committed in our nation
during 1952. This increase in criminal activity was evidenced in
the volume of Federal violations investigated by the FBI in the fiscal year which ended June 30, 1953· ln that 12-month period, violations of the Federal Bank Robbery Statute increased by more than
30 per cent. Trafficking in White Slavery, Civil Rights violations,
Crimes on Indian and Government Reservations, Interstate Transportation of Stolen Properry and of Stolen Motor Vehicles and Aircraft
were among numerous other Federal offenses within the FBI's investigative jurisdiction which increased appreciably. In additiOn to
these criminal responsibilities, however, the FBI also receivecl
61,193 security matters for investigation during the 1953 fiscal year.
Despite the increased volume of its workload, the FBI has been
able to keep pace, to promptly and efficiently discharge its responsibilities to the citizens of the United States. This has been possible
only through the unselfish attitude of the Special Agents whose devotioo to duty is limitless.
One Special Agent who left the Bureau's service in 1952 only to
return to the FBI after more than one year as an executive in private
industry wrote during the period of his absence from the FBI, • l find
that my real interest still remains with the Federal Bureau of lnvestigation. I have always appreciated the exueme importance of the
work of the Bureau and the privilege of working with the high caliber
men and women who are such an important part oi the Bureau. Now,
more than ever before. 1 realize that the deep personal satisfaction
and pleasure which I derived from performing the Bureau work far
outweigh the monetary advantages which I have in my present position. I well realize that monetary return. although important, must
nor be the prime consideration in determining one's work in life.
My experiences during the past year have proven to me that the significance and respect artached to one's daily endeavors by his family and fellow men; the faith, confidence and respect one has for
his fellow employees: together with the personal gratification received from performing one's duties and responsibilities, are much
mOle important factors. •
In my 29 years as DirectOl of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
I have heard these sentiments expressed time after time by devoted
public servants who have felt honored to serve their fellow man as
employees of the FBI.
To those law students who will be graduated this year, 1 can
recommend no pursuit in life more highly than a career of public
service in the law enforcement profession. Hundreds cl law-trained
Special Agents have found great satisfaction through such careers in
the FBI. My associates and I sincerely hope that the FBI will continue to provide an opportunity for 0ther law school graduates to
serve America in this respected profession.

~II=B=====~========R=e=s==~=e=s=ta=e==·==7=~=e=p=te=m=be=r=t=9=9=9~11~----------------WJl2, No.1; October 30, 1951
One ofour first editorials~ and surely the first written about the position ofwomen in the law school

GO AWAY, YOUNG WOMAN
Woman's View of Life 'Neath Gothic Arches
Anonymous
Whenever someone says to me "So you're in law school!," I
get a shifty look in my eye and I take a quick look around for the
nearest exit. This is not because I hate people or because I hate law
school. It is because I am a female. I was quite content with my
fate of being female for years until I came to law school and discovered how ignominious it really was. Coming from an all-girl
college to 1a w school is comparable to any other normal step in
life, such as committing suicide or moving to Siberia voluntarily.
Here, but for the grace of God, go you, if you are 1) female, and
2) not forewarned.
At your first introductory lecture, you arrive bravely in your
little business suit and you carry a bright new notebook and a painfully eager face. You beat your way through the crowd, ~d find a
seat. You will have plenty of room because no one would be found
dead within shouting distance of you unless you locate another stray
girL The professor immediately puts you at ease by addressing you
as. "Gentlemen." This gives you a slinky hang-dog air andyouconcentrate on the delicate art of vanishing into thin air. Or, if you
are the leader-type, you can look nonchalant and carefree; you can
laugh jovially over your shoulder into the glassy eyes of your fellow
students. The resemblance between these faces and Boris Karloff
will grow upon you as the years (oh, jolly years) of law school pass
you by.
Now that you are nicely started on the road to an inferiority
complex, you make sure that you get to your first classes well in
advance so you can sit in an inconspicuous seat in the back of the
room. This is the best way to flunk out of law. school that I can
recommend. Law teachers shout all their questions and mumble all
their answers (when they give any). Besides you will miss a 11 the
jokes (which are less salty anyway since you are there). The climax
in the coordinated program of step by step disintegration of female
tenacity comes when first the professor pounces. He addresses you
as "Mr.
", and then looks very embarrassed when he sees
that it is really only you. One blessing is that no one can hear your
answer anyway because your voice (the coward) has desened you.
·But then who wants to stick around and be tossed to that hungry pack,
howling for blood?
Another hazard and trap for the unwary is that nobody ever believes your reasons for coming to law schooL Personally, I came
to put off making a living for a few glorious years. I'll go quietly
now. It's no good trying to tell anyone why you came. They know
that you really came to get married and/or to win women's rights
and take away jobs from poor-starving-hard-working-full-of- character young men. There must be some easier way to get married
and I am glad someone thinks I could get his job. Naturally, I am
the brilliant and intense son of girl with an overwhelming personality••• of course. I jealously guard my C average, and every summer I rush down and chain myself to the senate steps.
To sum up, or to recapitulate as seniors say, I am happy to
report a growing number of girls totally devoid of talent coming to
law school. (You can't be awfully bright to have made such a mistake.) We are grad u a 11 y infiltrating the ranks and building up a
strong wall of hatred and intolerance between the sexes here. Perhaps someday Woman will take her rightful place in these lugubrious
halls. By that time, though, the insects will be about ready to take
us all over. I gather that the general feeling is that insects would
be preferred.
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EXTENSIVE ADDITION TO LIBRARY PLANNED
by JOHN FALLON
MThe following day, March 30, 1859, the motion to put
the Committee's plan (to found the Law School of the University of Michigan) into operation was taken from the table and
passed by the Board of Regents ...
•At their June meeting the Regents authorized the Law
Committee to purchase up to $2000 worth of law books for
the new department ...
•And so the long projected Law Department at last became
a reality. From the bumble.seed planted in 1859. the present
Law School was to grow. • I
Ninety five years to the vety month later, the uee which grew
from that seed will feel the bud of a new branch. The eyes which
have patiently watched that growth through the years will witness
the binh of the latest addition to the Quadrangle. The Editors of
this magazine did not realize at publication time a month ago, that
Don Steiner's anicle would be so appropriate.
On November 16th Dean E. Blythe Stason announced to this reporter that the month of May, 1954 would see the beginning of construction on a $700,.000 addition to the present Legal Research Building. The new section will consist of four floors to be added to the
present stack portion of the building. The Dean enlarged upon the
bare announcement in a second interview when he related the elements of the plan and gave some peninent details as to financing.
The elements of the plan or the reasons for the present expansion
are, in the main, threefold. The first is, quite naturally, to make
room for more volumes. The library expands at a normal rate of between Sooo-ro,ooo volumes per year and the planners of the original
building had this in mind as the foundations are adequate for the
work now at hand. The present capacity is 250,000 and at the time
of writing there are 240,000 in the collection. However, there are
books in the corridors because room must be left for expansion in
each set of periodicals and other reports. The new addition with
four stories and ten foot stack levels instead of the present seven foot
levels, will allow space for 150,000 additional works and thus will be
adequate for the next fifteen to twenty years. Even with the new
addition, storage space will be needed in the North Campus for the
less frequently used books.
The second reason is the improvement in Faculty and Graduate
Research which will be made possible by the additional space. At
the present time the entire top floor of the Research Building is
given over to Faculty offices and space for the staffs of the various
research groups. lt bad been intended that offices should be available to holders of graduate fellowships, but lack of space does not
permit this at this time. The new building will afford 18 additional
student carrels and 16 more offices. It is anticipated that stack
privileges will be given "to the seniors with the temporary use of
carrels when they are engaged in wriring special papers or are on
ether special assignments. This, however, is not fully developed
at the present time. As can be seen from the artist's drawing, a
bridge will connect the third floor of Hutchins Hall with the 7th
stack level of the new building. The passageway will permit easy
access to the library without all the present disadvantages. It will
also allow ready enuy to a seminar room which will be on the 7th
level. The value of such a room is easily apparent when one sees
the advantages of ready access to research material and the research
IDon Steiner, •History of the Law School: The Founding,•
Res Gestae, Vol. 4, No.2, (Nov. 1953.)

staff. It seems certain that the present research in the fields {)f
Atomic Energy, Legislation and the other areas of study will be
greatly implemented and new horizons will be chatted when this.
structure is completed.
The third aim is to increase the library staff service. The number of employees will be increased, and they, in turn, will need
more space. Some 2,000 square feet of space in the new building
bas been set aside for that purpose.
The financing for this enterprise also follows a threefold pattern. The Dean is seeking $250,000 from the legislature. The
legislature when it meets in January will consider this request.
The remaining $450,000 to make up the total of S700,000 will
come from funds saved from the Research Income Fund which was
set up by Mr. Cook. This money was saved during the war years
when military necessity kept research at a very low level. No aid
has been asked from the alumni for this particular operation.
Thus, this $700,000 addition to the Legal Research Building
will provide opponunity for 150,000 new volumes, countless new
paths to investigate in research, and greatly expanded library
services. When completed in 1955, the facilities will be adequate
for the next fifteen to twenty years, and will give this University
the superb equipment needed to carty on its legal research which
has already made such an auspicious beginning.
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Sutherland
• Asbill&.

"My experience as a summer
associate has shown me that the
attorneys who practice at Sutherland
are the firm's greatest asset. There is
a strong sense of camaraderie and
professionalism among attorneys at all
levels of experience. The atmosphere
of cooperation and support sets
Sutherland apart as a firm where an
associate would have meaningful
opportunities for mentorship and
intellectual and professional growth."
- Shannon Kimball
University of Michigan Law School
Class of 2000

Sutherland would like to congratulate Fadi
Samman on his graduation from the University
of Michigan Law School, Class of 1999, and we
look forward to his arrival in our Washington
office this fall.

ww,v.sablaw.com
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1999 Summer Associate Position
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REED SMITH IS A DYNAMIC LAW FIRM

with more than 500 attorneys as its
foundation, practicing law in eight
locations throughout the nation's
mid-Atlantic region. Over the
course ofour 120-year history,
Reed Smith has successfully represented
the interests ofclients both large and small in
a broad spectrum of legal concerns.
For details about our New Associates program
and practice depth, please visit our web site.
~

look forward to meeting you on September 29
while we are interviewing at the University of
Michigan Law School for positions in our
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and New jersey offices.
Reed Smith Shaw & McClay LLP
Counselors. Advocates. Innovators. Problem Solvers.

®

2500 One Liberty Place
1650 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 851-8100
FAX: (215) 851-1420
http://www. rssm. com
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Godfrey

.Kahil
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

The lawyers at GODFREY & KAHN, S.C. in Milwaukee, Wisconsin
are proud of the strong relationship with The University of Michigan
Law School and invite both second and third year law students to
interview with two of our Michigan alumni on
SEPTEMBER 27, 1999:
Mark C. Witt
Jeremy D. Newman
"At Godfrey &Kahn, S.C., we work hard to preserve our differences
from other large firms in Wisconsin and around the nation."
Milwaukee+ Green Bay+ Oshkosh+ Appleton +Madison
www.gklaw.com
/
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to be 011 tbls aide (of eeater) beeallle of
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tbere is tbe wbole neptift camaiitatiali~
of going clotm, of d!partiD& rr- the.~
ftoor of tbe lepl ~ bullciiD& of ,:;
enleriDg a catacomb. I tblak tb8t bas ,.
been overcome.
Second, it iS important tbat ouce you
are inside, that )'0!1 don't lose your
location,- tbat you don't lose your
. relationship witb where you came
from. I still consider tbe legal research
building the mother-liuiidlng, and it is
important tbat you are not orpbaned by
the fact that you bave departed outside
. the borizontal plane and down three or
four floors.
.
And l thiak that botb of tbese have
been satisfied . . . there is this. con:
tinuous contact.
Q:Youmadeabitofanincisionintothe
motber.buiJding.
·
A: WeD, it is almost like making an
operation. Your surgeon will say, "It
will burt a little, but you will be all
riglit,you will be better."
The legal research building is complete, but It does not functiQD completely by itself, without tbe part unclerground, beca111e that's where most
of the activity will be. The legal research building only partially satisfies
(the law scbciol'sl needs.
•·
l like to bave reverence fo someone
that's older, but still tbis added space
bad a birthright, and a right .to live and
to be recognized. And this incision,
which fUBeS tbe two, weD, I wanted to
make a gesture that they botb are coexisting, and tbey both depend on each
other.
·
Q: Did you make an attempt to maintain tbe symmetry of the Reading
Room?
A: ·Well, here I think we bave to
recognize that functionally, it was im·
possible·to do that. <The stairway) had

::t eakaDce,
!l: ~ tldDk

-'t

.IUCh

·.·pattiiJI ia .·

maybe ·I
mate my •
poillt ltroa8 eqga&b. Tbey boCh bave tbe ~

rigbt to eldlt, aucl tbe fact tbat tbe is older aucl bas &aiiDed au older ap)ll!ai"8DCe doeul't

mean· tbat wbat's

buiJ(today bas to be subject to it. l think
tbey botb recognize eacll other.
Q: Are there other features of tbe adclition you're psrticular)y P"!Ud of?
.
A: l thiDk tbat tbe way tbe exterior wall
dissolves itself by this perpetual reflec·
tion tbat goes on . . . every five feet
there are mirrors wbicll allow the outside images to come in wltb a
kaleidoscope effect. The outside image
is broken, but it doesD't matter,
because of this effect. l think that this is
unique, aud may be repeated.
·
Q: Tbe lounge area doesn't bave a
c:eiliDg. Won't tbe noise carry up into
thestudyareas?
A: wen you know that the floor is earpeted, tbe side walls are carpeted, and
tbere is a local absorption of sound to a
great extent. There may be some
c:arryiDg of the noise, but we'll bave to
see.
'
Q: Will you b!fi other pieces of art in·
to tbe building .
.
A: We are considering two hangings
~t tbe scbool owns. But we just don't
bave much wall space.
Q: How sensitive are you to bringing in
art?
·
A: I am sensitive to that, because the
architecture is already addressing the
question of texture, and color, so that
art that is brought in bas to be weD con·
sidered. It bas to bave a certain affmity
witbwbatisaJreadytbere.
Q: An)'tbingyou'dliketoadd?
A: 1 can only add that it was one of the
great experiences in my career to work
witb tbe law scbool. And lam proud to
ha~e tbat building.

·pfaws,
frqmpagel
when one is tired.
. Ray Sterliag bigbligbted anotherflaw
when he coofided: ''Tbe design of tbe
urinals really pisses me off." Indeed,

Possible, it woilld occur "only if we've
got suicidal adults," and furtbermore,
cbildrell rarely enter the subterranean _
tundra.
The balconies pose another danger. A
careless student letting a book fall
tbrougb tbe gap at his or her feet "could
· kill someone below with a Corpus Juris

Secundum or Calamari and Perillo," ·
observes Sterling. However, now that.footrails bave been installed, one hopesthat tbe danger is not so great.
above tbe urinals, since they are small
Altbougb there are and shall continue
and situated no more than seven iaclles
to be further· problems, the clear
above the bathroom floor. •
consensus that emerges from one
Otber complaints concern tbe in; · reporter's not-too-scientific survey is
stallation of unenclosed public
thllt The Pit is a wonderful addition to ·
telepbones in close proximity to tbe
the Law School's. physical plant, "Asa
carrels on Sub-2 and Sub-3, and the
rule, I'm not so hot on libraries," a
danger of The Pit's stairways and
typical wag opined recently, "but I
balconies.
prefer tbe'Pit to tbe old Reading Room
Regarding the stairway landings,. anyday."
some bave obServed that a typically
Still, law students are taught to view
befuddled law student (most likely a
things-and
especially
new
first-year l could slip through tbe gaps ' things-with a skeptical eye. So, true to
between the handrails and plumet to
form, tbeir verdict on tbe new addition
tbe c:oncrete below.
is that, although it is very good, it is not
Professor Pooley disagrees. He says
perfect.
that although such a mishap is not imc
some have suggested that "For
Midgets Only" signs should be piaced
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Ad:missions Policy
RevieW'ed
The Bakke decision is unlikely to
cause any significant changes in the
Law School's admissions approach,
says Professor John Reed, chairman
of the faculty-student admissions
policy committee. The committee,
c~mposed of Professors Payton, Regan
and Westen and students Tom Connop,
Charles~Polzin and Gwen Rowden,
expects to issue its recommendations
to the faculty sometime after spring
break.
Last September, in response to the
Bakke decision, Dean Sandalow presented guidelines to the Admissions
- Office regarding minority admissions.
These stated, in part, "(T)he Admissions Officer will not interpret the
10-12% (minority enrollment) goal as
r~quiring admission of a fixed minimum number of minority applicants,
but (, rather, he shall interpret
them) as an approximation of the
number of minority applicants that
should be admitted if the objectives
of the program are to be met. * * *
(T)he Admissions Officer will respect
the judgment of the faculty that the
presence of a substantial number of
~inorities in the student body is
~mportant to the educational environment of the School and to increase
minority representation at the bar."
The School's affirmative action
program was developed in the late
1960's and was last acted on in May
of 1975, when the faculty reaffirmed
the.Sc~ool's goal of 10-12% minority
adm~ss~ons.
At the same time, the ·
faculty rejected a proposal to
(Continued on Page 5)

ADMISSIONS POLICIES ·~v:EWE~
(Continued from Page ~)
increase the goal to 15% on the
ground that the extra 3-5% of students
who would be admitted would be likely
"to encounter serious academic difficulties." The faculty also
decided that the groups that were
then benefitting from the program-Blacks, Chicanos, American Indians,
and Puerto Ricans--should not be
enlarged to include other ethnic or
cultural groups.
The mechanics of the affirmative
action process are :.argel.y informal.
After half of the =~~ering class is
selected on the basis of LSAT scores
and grades alone, the rest of the
class is selected from a pool of
students whose "hard data" indicate
their ability to successfully complete
the law program. Students from this
"pool" are accepted on the basis of
subjective factors, such as work experience and special talents. In
making the decisions on these "pool"status applicants, Dean of Admissions
Roger Martindale takes about fifty
3pplications per day and separates them
into three groups--definite acceptances,
definite rejections, and in-betweens.
Regular tabulations of minority student
acceptance levels are made. These, in
turn, afftect the weight given to
,~arious sub j ec ti ve fac::ors .
Following are some admission s~atisics
compiled from data kept in the Registrar's Office. Though the tabLes
largely--and dramatically--£peak for
thenselves, one point merits explanation.
'Ihe number of minority stucients admitted
during the past three years has dropped
from 50 (1976) to 40 (1978). Dean
Sandalow maintains that this is principally a result of a major drop in
minority applications. The Dean speculates that the drop is due to a more
systematic application strategy by
minority students, and an active minority
recruitment program by big business.
TOTAL f1 OF TOTAL ff OF
YEAR MINORITIES STUDENTS
1965
o I 1114
1968
27 I 1073
1970
73 I 1201
1973
115 I 1102
1975
134 I 1155
1976
150 I 1170
1977
135 I 1:53
1978
125 I 1151
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Name Game
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Last year I got married and was given a
new name, not by my own choosing or that of
my husband or friends, but by the State. In
this country, a woman automatically acquins
her husband's last name; the only way she
can even legally be known again by her own
is through a name change in court. Because
I like my name and my identity associated
with that name, I exercised what I understood to be my right, i.e., to use any
name - in this case my maiden - other than
my legal name as long as I had no intention
to defraud anygne. I kept all of my ident~
fication in my old name.

A lawyer friend and I filed a petition,
paid the money and mosied into court, expecting no hassles. When my case came up,
I took the stand to state my reasons and
that I had no intent to defraud. The judge
nodded along until he realized that I was
a ''Mrs.", at which point he began asking
me if I was living with my husband, separated or divorced. When I stated that my
husband and I were living together, he
started to ruffle. He said he had never
heard of such a case and was bothered by
what would happen to the entity of ''Mrs.
Parnes," and would I be introduced as
''Miss Cohn" or ''Mrs. Cohn" at social
gatherings. When I stated that "Ms." might
be used, many of the lawyers in the courtroom tittered and uttered remarks such as
"ha, women 1 s lib!" When the subject of my
husband's "consent" was raised, the judge
said that it might help him in making his
decision if Andy would give his permission
because after all, this was very similar
to a "guardianship" case.
The judge took the case under submission.
After getting no response for a few weeks,
my "guarCiian-husband" signed an affidavit
of consent and my lawyer wrote a 5-page
Memorandum of law in support of my case.
Three months and many phone calls later,
the judge finally signed the order, giving
State sanction to my normal behavior.

After living happily for almost a year, I
heard of a Supreme Court case involving a
woman who could not collect on her auto
insurance policy because it was registered
in her maiden· name rather than her "legal"
name. The Court ruled that each state had
the prerogative to determine.whether a
woman may use her maiden name after she is
married. A woman, therefore, could run
into trouble in a state which followed this
procedure. As a future law student, my
problem was how to register for the bar.
looked into the requirements for a legal
name change and discovered that in Washington, where I was living, the filing fee is
$25 ($75 in California) and there is no
requirement to show good cause for the
change, only that the reasons be stated.
_.• friend of mine told me that he had his
name changed a week before in the judge's
chambers, t"1e entire proceeding taking all
of 10 mir: ·.;tes.
I

Although names are not of major political
importance in the scale of things, this
case illustrates a very typical example of
the way women are treated by the State and
the courts.
--Margie Cohn

LLP

Career Opportunities for IP Professionals
Most desirable areas of california, New York and soon-to-open
Washington, DC for career opportunities and personal growth.
Lyon & Lyon LLP, a premier intellectual property law firm, has
offices in Los Angeles, Costa Mesa, San Diego, San Jose, CA,
White Plains, NY and soon-to-open Washington, DC. We are
seeking qualified students with superior academic credentials
and a technical undergraduate degree in mechanical or
electrical engineering, biology, chemistry, physics or computer
If you are interested in pursuing summer
science.
employment, please send your resume including a copy of your
law school transcript and preference in office location to Maria
Marinelli, Supervisor of Professional Recruiting, Lyon & Lyon
LLP, 633 w. Fifth Street, Suite 4700, Los Angeles, CA 900712066 or email at recruit@lyonlyon.com. We look forward to
hearing from interested candidates.
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V0l10, No. 20; April14, 1961. Before WOmens Lib, there was the Law Wives Club.

LAW WIVES' FASHION SHOW, APRIL 18

Tuesday evening, April 18, a group of about 250 guests is expected at Jacobson's at 8:00 p.m. for the bi-annual Law Wives' Fashion
Show. The Student Ba4 Association Atmiliary will be host for the
occasion to the Washtenaw·county Bar Association Auxiliary and the
Law School faculty wives. Spring and summer fashions will be shown.
Ninfi!. of .the law students' wives will be among the models~ Special
.highlights of the show are two Japanese floral centerpieces done by
Mr$.- Takasbi KoizU!ni, assisted by Miss Kim Tojo. · These arrangements;
wlUcliwill decorate-the·refreshment tables, are to be given as door
prize-~:.~ollowing the show. , ,
, _
__ . ....
.. ..
~.

JENNER & BLOCK
The lawyers ofJenner & Block,
Washington are proud of its close
ties to the Michigan Law School:
2 ofour Partners and I ofour
Associates are Michigan Law alumni.

invites second-year
& third-year students
(including prospective
judicial clerks)
to interview with us on:

Our I999 summer program included

I Michigan Law student.

Thursday, September 23

The lawyers ofJenner & Block,
Chicago are proud of its close ties to
the Michigan Law School:
I9 ofour Partners and 24 ofour
Associates are Michigan Law alumni.
Our I999 summer program included
II Michigan Law students.

Chicago Office

Friday, September 24
Chicago & Washington, DC Office

We encourage law students who may be interested in our Chicago & Washington, DC offices to schedule interviews with
us. Ifyou are unable to secure an interview slot, please leave your resume with one ofour interviewers.
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vol 16, No. 15; April24, 1964. It's like the Law School's All-Star rookie card!

FACULTY CHANGES FOR NEXT YEAR:
·.:'Most of the full .. time faculty members who are now on leave will be re.turning
to active teaching, here, next year. This includes Professors Grey, Harvey, Kadish,
Kimball arid Oppenheim. In addition, there will be three additions to the regular
faculty. They will be Thomas Kauper, .James t·1hite, and Douglas 'Kahn. Kauper will
. give the faculty its first father-son combination. ·A 1960 University of Michigan
grad, he was first in his class here, and Editor-in-chief of the Michigan Law Review.. He will be teaching Property and T. and E. · He is currently with a Chicago
firm. tVhite is also a U-M grad (1962) who finished first in his class. A former
assistant-editor of the Law Review, ·he is now with a Los Angeles firm. He will
. teach ·urntro," Sales and Tax I. Kahn is a graduate of George t-lashington University,
where he too was first in his class and affiliated with the law review. A former
.. clerk to a Supreme Court justice, he worked with the tax division of the .Justice
Department and is now with a Washington, D.C. firm. He will be teaching Tax and
Estate Planning.· .·
• ';<

CURTIS, MALLET-PREVOST, COLT & MOSLE LLP
NEW YORK

Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosie is an international law firm with its principal
office in New York City. We are interviewing University of Michigan Law School
students for our Litigation and Corporate/International Departments for the 2000
Summer and Fall Associate Programs. If you are looking for the opportunity to work

in a collegial and instructive environment, with significant responsibility and client
contact early in your career, sign up and learn firsthand about us. We shall be
interviewing on campus:

Tuesday, October 5, 1999

NEW YORK
MEXICO CITY

MILAN

WASHINGTON, D.C.
STAMFORD

PARIS

HOUSTON
LONDON

NEWARK

OMAN

FRANKFURT

HONG KONG
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vol 17, No. 2; September 4, 1964
KAUPER VOICES OPPOSITION TO "SCHOOL-PRAYER AMENDMENTu:- --

Speaking before the Judiciary Committee of the House of Repr~~entative·s, - · ·
Prof. Paul Kauper voiced opposition to proposed constitutional amendments dealing
vfth prayer and Bible-reading in public schools._ Kauper warned that ''when supported
_b~Y. .the_ compul~ory power of the state, contribute 'little to the ·deyelopment of an~·
genuine religious piety or ethical conduct and may; ·indeed, have the effect of .
cheapening and degrading religion.··- The vitality of religion/' be said, depends on
free· and voluntary adhe-rence to reli'gious belief and practice. It· cannot be made
to depend for its support upori the use of the state's coercive power ...
In his testimony on the proposed "Becker amendment," Kauper told the committee
tha:t the effect of the amendment would be to remove any constitutional limitations
on prayers and Bible--reading exercises in public schools. He noted that the amendtlent would override recent Supreme Court decisions. ..Hhile not in complete agreement
with the Court's decisions, Kauper pointed out that the Court has not outlawed all
prayer or the_ study c£ the Bible in· public schools. · ·

He later stated ho'l'.~ever, "To subject school children to these exercises,. even
though there is a privilege of non-participation, does operate with some implied
coercive force to tnduce participation. To this extent it does impinge upon
religious liberty."
Xauper warned that under the proposed amendment local school authorities
would be. given "discretionary authority" to determine' which version and what parts
of the B1ble would be used for reading in the schools. Thus the amendment, whether
this is the intent of itsproposers or not could serve to "sanction sectarian in-doctrination. I fail to see that religious exercises prescribed by governmental
authority for school children are essential to the freedom to pray and read the
Bible."
Instead he urged that parents, churches and school authorities "direct their
efforts to programs for meaning~ul study of religion and of the Bible in the public
·schools and to the formulation of types of programs '1'.-7hich coordinate the sec~l~r
educational programs of the public schools with the programs of strictly rel 1 g~ous
~ture conducted by the churches themselves." To do otherwise, he stated, t-7ould
1nvite the intrusion of sectarian influences into the public school system, ~p~nge
upon freedom of conscience and belief, and (provide) a potential source of re1 1 g 1ous
divisiveness in the community.
.
"The.proposed amendment would represent only a piecemeal process of
w1th relig 1ous practices in public schools and in public life, would open
problems of interpretation, (and) would be a use of the amendment process
state general and fundamental principles but to sanction certain specific
detailed practices. I question the wisdom of using the amendment process
way."

dealing
up new
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vol 30, No. 14; February 3, 1982

Abortion:Report from the Front
.
.
by JlDl Loots .
· .
I've JUSt returned from the battlefront of a war I didn't even know had
begun. What I found there threa~ens to
r~uce. the . ~ually cons1dered
leg1slabve deciSIOns o~ Congr~ to a
government by hystena. More rmportantly, tlie omnipresent "other voices"
ha:ve ~i~er ~n obscured by_ the vocal
mmonty s din or already retrenched on
close to Ilfty fronts for the second wave.

Dateline: Washington D.C. 22 January
1982, the ninth anni~ersary of Roe vs.
Wade. The Park Service estimates the
gathered cro'fvd at 10,000, but that is a hard
figure to verify. Remember this is the same
Park Service that chronically underestimated
the size of protest crowds throughout the
Vietnam war, and most recentt,> at last September's "Solidarity Day" rally.

But the composition of this crowd is
different from those· we are used to
· seeing gatliered on the Mall. Catholic·
sister's and housewives stand--where
there were once chanting hippies and
hardhats. The Vice- President reads a
message from Reagan himself endorsing the group's views and tactics. And
the signs . . . .
'
Schoolchildren clad in traditional plaid
skirts carrying placards reading "I'm glad I
wasn't aboned, ' 1 a!"e herded about by priests
and nuns. Schoolchildren too young to
know where babies .come from. much tesS
how they can be prevented..Older people,
wise to the ways of the world. are chanting
nasty epithets about the Supreme Court and
stating with some certainty that the BTethren
are each destined for the Eternal Inferno,
beyond their miserable earthly lives.

.
• • * .
The past several ·years have seen
dozens of "Pro-life" bills come and go
through the Capitol chambers. The
popular conception of the Supreme
Court as Public Enemy #1 has perhaps
not been so widely.heid since the days of
Roosevelt. Hence this session's antichoice effort number one: ·Sen. JeSse
Helms' <R-N.C.) bjll #S-1741.
This so-called "Human Life Statute"
would attempt to circumvent the
Court's decision in Roe vs. Wade by simply declaring that life begins at conception ergo entitling the fetus from that ·
Point to equal protection under the law.
Needless to say, this effort has drawn
considerable criticism from both sides
of the abortion question, on the grounds
it would likely be found unconstitutionaL
Still, such a finding would add fuel to
the "Court-as-Satan" perception, and
might add impetus to later challenges
to the constitution via amendment.
Sign: ..Atheists against Abortion.
Querry: "Does a fetus hrwe a soui?".Answer:
"Of course, right from the moment of conception . .,
·
The crowd moves pas__t towards the Hill,
and the empassioned pleas for the' unborn
march above their heads. .,Jesus was a
Fetus. u .,Dacc!Jau,Auschwitz.. Washington.
"Stop murdering God's children.·:
H

H

The anti-abortion groups woula .like
to present the i~ue as something other
than a religious question, and to their
credit it can certainly be approached on
purely "moral" grounds. But the Us vs
Them attitude of the Capitol Hill
moralists betrays something_ else. It
also leaves no room for the probable
plurality of Americans who believe,_as I

do, that abortion is morally wrong but Religious Coalition, Planned ..Parenmust be legally preserved.
· tho®, and Abortion Rights Action
There is also a distinctly anti-semitic League have targeted 17 states (intack to the morality rhetoric on the Hill. eluding Michigan), where they hope to
Last December, amid a round of 111ar- block ratification. All three groups, actyred polemics on the School- Pr~yer corcling to .Mar<;i.ll Anderson of ~.
issue, Sen Earnest Hollings (R-S.C.) have~workill2closelytoestablish·
denounced Ohio's Howard Metzenbaum beachheads of information and support
as "the Senator from· B'nai B;ritn," on the state ievel. Th;lt the amendment
Liberal northeastern Jews are openly shoJl)d pass Con_gJ:eSS, they feel, is a
blamed by conser"ative religious foregone conclus1on.
groups for , the moral decline of
If something as innocuous as ERA
America.
can't garner two-thirds_of the states, it
And while econ&mic intnlSion into is doubtful the ~olatile HLA will. But
people's lives is rejected with ~t the combination of Joud voices and a
fervor, such God-inspired legislation as perceived conservative JIC)"!:'er bloc may
Rep. Chalmers Wylie's (R-Ohio) ·serve to influellce the states more
proposed amendment to H.R. 4120, than anyone expects.
which. would _have prohibited the
Library of Congress -from translating
Two teenage girls wearing anti-abortion
Playboy magazine into·. Braille, buttons take refuge from the crowds among
routinely surfaces.
the works of Rodin at the National Galleries.
The fact that Catholic groups One of them approaches me-and asks for a
routinely appear on the forefront of an- light for her cigarette. Hardest case question:
ti-abortion legislation is merely "What would you do if you were raped and
testiinony to their unity and political Jvu.n_, """'"n"'?"
clout. . To be sure, there· are nonreligious organizations who believe as
they do. There are also religious groups
who do not. .
'

The Religious Coalition for Abortion
Rights ·is holding us own rally: a religious
service at a nearby Presbyterian church.
'Their permit for a larger gathering elsewhere
in the Capital has been denied by the Park
Service..When cries of .;blasphemy" and
bloodied banners threatened to disrupt their
service. the congregation resolutely drowns
out the intruders with a chorus of !'A Mighty
Fortress Is Our God."

..

The question of what Americans
actually believe about the abortion
issue has been cast aside in favor of
what they should believe. A 1978 Gallup
poll showed that 77% of the country believed abortion should be legaL
Seven more recent studies by seven different national opihion polls found an
average of 62% of Americans to be opposed to a Human Life Ainendment.
But, reason the abortion foes, if abortion is murder then it is ,wrong, regardless of what the heathen majority may
selfishly feeL Enter Senators Helms and Orrin Hatch <R-UtaiiJ, and competing bills which
will most likely be unified into S.J. Res.
137 <H.J. Res. 380J's position that abortion should be a state's rightS issue.
This is the "Human Life Amendment"
position which Washington lawmakers
find most attractive. In fact, the chance
to. cast off thi!> politically burdensome
issue to the states in an election year is
so inviting that the consensus is it will
pass by ~o-thirds majority sometime
in the f'IrSt half of this year.
_As I wait in the_ Sena~or"s reception room
to speak with an aide on an unrelated matter.
a harritid woman in her late twenties bursts
·through the door. Without speaking a word,
she ceremoniously dumps ~ blood-covered

babydo/1 on the receptionist's "desk and
leaves.

..
.

The pro-choice groups have, at least
so far, resisted the temptation to enter
into emotional and childish debates
with the anti-abortion groups. But their
low-key lobbying for logic may not fare
well in the face of passionate
ratification drives on the state level.
Already, the triumverate of the

•

Girl #1.: ''You can't get pregnant if you're
raped. Or at least if -you do it means you enjoyed it, in which case you should have the
baby. ••
.
Girl #2: "I don.'t know.-/ guess I m1ght have
an abortion, but ['d have to pray a lot firs:.
Abonioniswrong,forsure,butlreallydont
know. . .. "

And so the battle rages on, soon
to be displaced but not dispersed.
Back iii the relative tranquility of my·
hotel room I look down on the traffic '
jam of schoolbuses now leaving
-Washington and wonder. Wonder how
much Christian love and energy could
be qsed to adopt and support instead of
insulting and chanting. How many
thousands of hours could go to teaching
birth control ·instead of screaming
about murder and the Supreme Court. ·
And wonder whether~ our lawmakers
will be able to see tlu:ough the tears of
emotion to the realities of life. SOme
prayers aren't offered through
meeaohones.
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Attorneys at law

Warner Norcross

& Judd LLP

"FUN, PRIDE AND PROFIT-IN
THAT ORDER"
One of 115 law firms named in America's
Greatest Places to Work U1th A Law Degree
Do you want a challenging practice, reasonable
hours, and time to enjoy leisure pursuits? Do you
want to know why 150 of the nation's top law school
grads (over 40 of them from Michigan Law School)
chose WN&J over competing offers?
Five of our representatives will visit the Michigan
campus on Tuesday, October 12 to interview 2nd
and 3rd year law students for clerkship and
associate positions. We hope to see you there!

~ll=2=2===~========~=e=~=~=e=~=ta=e==·==7=~=ep=t=em=b=er==l9=9=9~11~--------------"The Hierarchy" is from the early 1970s; "On Being ofSound Mind" is from March 30, 1961.
THE HIERARCHY
The Law School, though an autonomous unit, is part of the greater university.
Always astute, and ever ready to recognize our responsibility to the University
of Michigan, Res Gestae publishes the following. It was written by an anonymous
sage. (It goes without saying that in order to be a sage, one cannot be a law
student).
THE DEAN: Leaps tall buildings in a single bound, is more powerful than a
locomotive, is faster than a speeding bullet, walks on water and gives policy
to GOD.
THE DEPARTMENT HEAD: Leaps short buildings in a single bound, is more powerful than a switch engine, is just as fast as a speeding bullet, walks on water if
sea is calm and talks with GOD.
PROFESSOR: Leaps short buildings with a running start and favorable winds,
is almost as powerful as a switch engine, is faster than a speeding BB, walks
on water in an indoor swimming pool and talks with GOD if special request is
approved.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Barely clears a quonset hut, loses tug of war with
locomotive, can fire a speeding bullet, swims well and is occasionally addressed
by GOD.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR: Makes high marks on the walls when try:~g to leap tall
buildings, is run over by locomotives, can sometimes handle a gun without inflictself-injury and talks to animals.
GRADUATE STUDENT: Runs into buildings, recognizes locomotives two out of
three times, is not issued ammunition, can stay afloat with a life jacket and
talks to walls.
IJNI>ERC:RADUATE STUDENT: Falls over doorstep when trying to enter building,
rmyfl lnok at the choo-choo, wets himself 'lvith water pistol, plays in mud puddles
and mumbles to himself.
DEPARTMENT SECRETARY: Lifts buildings and walks under them, kicks locomotives
off the tracks, catches speeding bullets in her teeth and eats them, freezes water
with a single glance--she is GOD.
- Law School Secretaries
ON BEING OF SOUND

Mit~

One day, acknowledging my years,
My duty and my fate,
I wished to draw a simple will
Bequeathing my estate.
I ~Jned a sha=e of worthless stock,
A nineteen-thirty Nash,
A bond that had defaulted, and
Some eighty cents in cash.
I went me to a legal firm,
McGregor, Cohn & Riley;
Their desks were rare mahogony,
Their carpets rich and piley.
I said, "I wish to draw a will
So simple I can read it • • •
All that I owti I lea·.;e my wife
And herewith give and deed it."
The partners three they cornered me •••
Thair breaths were sharp and hot:
They screamed one shrill ar.d fearful scream,
One unbelieving 11 \fuat! ! ! 11
I sunk me in a shrivelled heap
And speaking from my knees,
"You win," I cried, "it 1 s my mistake •••
Write anything you please!"
They penned a bulky manuscript
Of fifty legal pages
From >vhic'h I gleaned a doubtful glean
In slow and painful stages.

The clauses were more numerous
Than lettuce seeds at Burpee's.
Two hundred three conveyances
Ar.d sixty-six "per stirpes."
"Whereas-es" dotted every line
As also did the "wherefores".
I counted ninety "Be it kn~..n1s"
And t:T;;enty-three "Now therefcres."
I sold my Nash to pay the fee
(For cla~s at death are r~sky)
And then to celebrate I sDent
My eighty cents for whiskey.
For now my wife was authorized
In strictly legal jargon
To sell, convey, transfer, assign,
Deliver, give, or bargain,
To e.-.:ec<Zte, to leave, pro•;id.e,
Devise, bestow, o= prcfier,
To deal in, settle, or release,
To authorize or offer,
To lease, invest, or re-invest,
To burn, bequeath, or venture
One share of worthless watered stock
And one defunct debenture.

WINTHROP • STIMSON • PUTNAM & ROBERTS

Attorneys at Law
ONE BATTERY PARK PLAZA
NEW YORK, NY 10004
(212) 858-1800
WWW.WINSTIM.COM

NEW YORK • WASHINGTON • STAMFORD • PALM BEACH •

LONDON • HONG KONG • TOKYO • SINGAPORE
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WJl. 3, No. 4; Apri/1953
"THIS IS OUR OPINION"
by DONALD C. STEINER
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some reasons later.
CHIEF JUSTICE: B, you
write the majority. I've
always admired your
verbosity. Toss in lots of
platitudes, p 1en t y of
public policy. Make it
mushy! They eat it up.
JUSTICE B: Anything else,

Scene: The chambers of a
state supreme
court.
Time: A year or so before
your casebook
went to press.
JUSTICE A: This was realBoss?
ly an interesting case.
CHIEF JUSTICE: Y e s, it CHIEF JUSTICE: Oh yeah,
I almost forgot. There's
r e a 11 y w as, b u t
been quite a lot of in(CATCHING HIMSELF)
terest s h o w n in this
we mustn't let our opincase by the academic
ion reflect that. Tell me,
world. We got a couple
boys, w h a t did you
of amicus curiaes that
think of the arguments?
we didn't have time to
JUSTICE B: Those eggs I
read, you know. That
had for breakfast this
means, they'll probably
morning didn't agree
be putting the opinion
with me, C.J., therefore,
into a lot of casebooks.
I didn't agree with the
arguments advanced JUSTICE B: I get it, C.J.,
for the appellant.
give it the special.
JUSTICE C: I thought they CHIEF JUSTICE: T h a t ' s
were very sound myright. Really fix it up
self. After all, appellant
this time. Look up Latin
seemed like a nice enphrases in the law dicough chap.
tionary until your fingCHIEF JUSTICE: Well, I
ers are blue from copythink we've discussed
ing them down. And,
this case enough now.
all of you - whether
Don't forget how crowdyou're concurring, dised our docket is. Got a
senting or majoritying,
coin, A?
make your opinions as
JUSTICE A: Yep, here's
prosiac as hell! Find
one that attorney for
those ambiguous words
appellant dropped on
and use 'em! Be contrathe floor during the ardictory, repetitious.
guments. (ALL LAUGH
Work and work and
HEARTILY)
work until the disorgan(JUSTICE A HANDS THE
ization of your opinion
COIN TO THE CHIEF
has been perfected to a
JUSTICE WHO TOSSES
fine point. Nothing-do
. IT INTO THE AIR.)
you hear me?-nothing
CHIEF JUSTICE: Appellin logical order. Throw
ant!
in all the comon law
JUSTICE C: Ouch! What
rules you know so long
an unjust result!
as they are irreleventJUSTICE B: So what! Hard
the more the better. You
cases make bad law,
know, boys, the profesyou know.
sors pay well for that
JUSTICE A: Aw hell! I
sort of thing. Gives 'em
dissent.
a chance to show off a
JUSTICE B: Chicken!
little bit in class when
CHIEF JUSTICE: Anybody
some student gets the
else? (Pause) Oh, come
wrong thing out of an
on, we want more than
opinion. (ALL SNICKER
just a couple of opinHAPPILY) A n y quesions. Don't forget, West
tions? Okay, go to it,
pays us for extra pages!
boys. And don't forget,
JUSTICE D: Okay, okay,
it was appellant who
I'll concur. I'll think of
won.
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Keeper of
lhe Castle
John Hartmann is a husbtmd. grandfather
and parakeet raiser. He is also a custodian at
Hutchins Hall during the evening shift. He'
and Tom Kimper joined jhe Law School in
/964. Since then he has been responsible for
the :r«and floor of Hutchins along with the ·
student lounge. During that time ..U has
become a familillr face to hundreds of ltzw
studJ!nts. Last 'llftk Res Gestae Opinian Edi- •
tor Jim Demb talked with him.

The lender that
helps you bring order

to all your law school
financing needs.

Q. Are stude.uts slobs~

A. Oh DO, they're not bad. I've got these
s!lJde!its pretty w~ trained. There's no
smoking or anything . . . the rooms
really are pretty good. ·
Q. Even the student lounge?

A. Are you kidding? I gripe my head off
about those <vending) machines. I wish
they would get them out. That place is a
mess.
I
-

Q. Have you ever found anything
unusual in Hutchins?
A. Yeah, I found a. check for million
dollarS on the floor in here (220) once. It
was just laying there while I was
sweeping. It wiB a joke I guess, but I ·
turned it in anyways. But other than
that...:...it's the same old thing.

a

Q. While you are cleaning Room 200 do

you ever weed out the non-law studen:
ts?
A. Listen, they know me. They know I'll
call security. There's a sign on that
door·that says law students only. HI see
that they're not law students I'll call
security. That's my orders. It got pretty
bad there last year with all the med
students and chemistries and all them.
But it basn't been too bad this year. Not

Finding the right financing for law
school doesn't have to be a trial. Not
when you rely on Key Education
Resources~ We provide a full range of
law school financing products and
services, making it easy to help you
earn your degree. Call our Education
Resource Line" today.

yet.
Q. What do you do when you're not
working?
A. I'm always working.
Q. I mean what do you do outside of
work?
A. Well, I raise parakeets. I have about
a hundred right DOW. I don't teach them
to talk or anything. I just raise 'em . . .
Twenty years ago I had around 700, but
then I quit for about twenty years. Now
that I am retiring I plan on startin"g up
again.
By the way, what are you going to put
this in?
A·. The law school newspaper.
A. Not that dam R.G. I spend half of my
time picking that up. H students would
read it and then take it home I wouldn't
care, but they just throw it around. Oh,
I like reading it sometimes to see
what's·going on in the law school-just
don't put in all those lies I told you.

1·800·KEY·LEND
www.Key.com/educate

Key

Education

Resources
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vol 2, No. 3; December 10, 1951
See Bruce Manning's update ofthis piece, looking into the future at law school life in the year 2050,
in the March 17, 1999 issue, which can be found among the back issues posted on our web site at
http://www.law. umich. edulpubslrg.
THE STOCKINGS WERE HUNG BY THE CHIMNEY WITH "DUE CARE"
CHRISTMAS IN THE LAW SCHOOL, 2000AD.

Ann Arbor, December 24, 2000 A.D.

It is Christmas Eve once again in this pretty, little Midwestern University town. Thousands
of students have gone home for the holidays; only the Law School is still in sessions. So let us
find out what the students in this lone school are thinking about as Christmas 2000 A.D. approaches.
For one thing, they are still very much excited about yesterday's surprise announcement to
the effect that all classes scheduled to met on the morning of December 25 would be canceled. A
few voices of protest were heard; however, some fear that that the school will be accused of
Communist tendencies if it has a classless half-day. At any rate, for the first time in years, the
lawyers will have an opportunity to celebrate Christmas before they trudge to their usual afternoon classes on December 25.
Another surprise announcement has provoked considerable discussion around the law quad
this week. Officials of the Lawyers Club made public a plan to allow women to visit rooms on
basketball weekends following the holidays. It was emphasized, however, that the plan would
be 'on trial only.'
Two petitions were recently submitted to the proper authorities in the law school. Onerequests longer library hours, while the other deals with the frequent appearance of Shepherd's
pie on the Lawyers Club menu.
It will be remembered that the request in last year's petition was finally granted this September, when an Ann Arbor television station began televising all eight o'clock classes. Professors teaching these classes praised the plan and stopped taking attendance , so that the lawyers
could do their note taking in bed. (Television sets are now standard equipment in all student
rooms at the University of Michigan.)
One topic of interest around the law school is the Christmas present which Ann Arbor barbers gave themselves this year. Haircut prices are to rise another 25¢. The big question being
asked: Will Ann Arbor students pay $5.00 for a haircut?
Most of the law students did their Christmas shopping early this year. For the last halfcentury, Christmas has been coming a little earlier each year. Today in 2000 A.D., we find the
merchants actually decorating their windows for Christmas 2001 before Christmas 2000 is over.
Two weeks ago, Ann Arbor in a mammoth parade celebrated the arrival of Santa Claus for
Christmas next year.
Sports-minded law students are wondering whether or not the annual Rose Bowl game will
be played this year. The American Federation of College Football Players (AFCFP) is still holding out for higher wages.
Law students are also wondering whether college [draft] deferments will be continued for
another year. Oldest student in the law school this year is John Blackacre, 75 years old, who is
now in his 49th year of graduate work. This holder of 31 academic degrees is quoted as saying
"They'll never get me; I'll die first.''
But Michigan students have not forgotten Korea, where United Nations negotiators continue
their truce talks with the Chinese Reds, still hoping to agree on a suitable buffer zone.
And so, Christmas Eve, 2000 A.D., finds Michigan's young lawyers like other Americans,
thinking seriously about the big and little problems of our time.

Barnes & Thornburg
is recruiting for
America's #1
"earnings to cost of living"
city*
*Indianapolis, Indiana, as well as Fort Wayne, South
Bend, Elkhart, Indiana, and Chicago, Illinois.
Barnes & Thornburg is a leading, full service law firm with
~ more than 10,000 diverse clients
~ 270 lawyers in six offices
~ a philosophy that says we want to hire you,
not own you.
For more information, see our home page at

http://www.btlaw.com/ careers.
If you believe we are the right firm for you, please sign up
to talk with our representatives who will be interviewing on
campus on Thursday, October 14, 1999.
*Source: ''Starting Salaries: What New Law Graduates Earn, Class of 1996"
by the National Association for Law Placement as reported in the
ABA Journa~ March 1998.

BARNES&
THORNBURG
A

Indianapolis

Fort Wayne

FULL SERVICE LAW FIRM

South Bend

Elkhart

Chicago

Washington, D.C.
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BROWN & WOOD LLP
New York, New York

Is pleased that Mark Tibaldi will join the Firm
as an associate in the Fall of 1999 and that
Aaron Berke, David Gubbini and Tim Watts
were members of our 1999 summer associate program.

Hopeful that our record of attracting excellent Michigan law students
to the Firm will continue, we will conduct on-campus interviews at the Law School
on Friday, September 24th.
All interested students are invited to sign up to see us.

january 21, 1977

Exact date unknown

"How about a spendthrift trust
wi tbout rese1-vat'ion of a power
to revoke?"
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"Kin I hab a job w1tchu"

An interesting interview strategy. ..
celt was the only way the Americans
would bail us out"

It's better with Pepper!
Come find out why. Get a taste for what makes Pepper special at our Web site,
www.pepperlaw.com. You'll see that we offer a competitive salary and benefits
package, excellent training programs, and the opportunity to work directly with clients
and top practitioners on challenging legal issues. Learn more about our lawyers, our
practice areas and our clients.
We'll be visiting the Michigan campus on Monday, October 18. We hope you'll take
the opportunity to interview with us and learn more about why your career really is
better with Pepper!

Pepper Hamilton LLP
~-law

Philadelphia • Washington, D.C. • Detroit • New York
Pittsburgh • Wilmington • Harrisburg • Berwyn • Cherry Hill
www.pepperlaw.com
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Ross, Dixon & Bell, L.L.P.
Washington, DC

Irvine, CA

San Diego, CA

Looking for a mid-size(/, litigation-oriented flrm committed to excellence?
Check out our web site. Ifyou like what you see
sign up to interview with us at Michigan on October 14 1999.
1

1

www.rdblaw.com

Exact date unknown
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McKenna & Cuneo, L.L.P.
Home to leaders of the
legalconrrnrrurri~for

more than half a century.
• Civil and Criminal Litigation

• Energy

• Government Contracts

• Food and Drug

• Environmental

• Trade Associations

• International

• Year 2000

• Insurance Recovery

• Estate Planning

On-campus date: October 18, 1999
1900 KStreet, N.W. • Washington, D.C. 20006
Tel: 202-496-7500 • Fax: 202-496-7756
Washington, D.C. •

Los Angeles • San Frandsco • San Diego • Dallas • Brussels • Denver

For additional information, please access the firm's website at
www.mckennacuneo.com
Or contact Jennifer Semelsberger at 202-496-7512;
jennifer_semelsberger@mckennacuneo.com

----------------~~~~=~==e=~=~=e=~=t=a=e==·=7==~=e=pt=e=m=be=r=l=9=9=9====~===~=====3=3~/l
September 14~ 1973 by foe Fenech

MYTHOLOGY
CORPUS ET ANIMUS
It has been said that the Age of Gods and Heroes is past, but I beg to differ. Gods and heroes never
really passed away entirely. In fact, "cultism" has experienced a renaissance as of late.
The signs of this re-birth of gods and heroes were first noticed in a New York Subway Tunnel circa
1952. Inscribed on a wall was the epithet: "God is dead. -- Nietzsche" - a rather common graffito.
However, below that, indelibly etched into the wall was a phrase worthy of notice: "Nietzsche is dead. -God."
Our society now is deluged with gods, heroes, and idols -- everything from "jocks" to fifteen year
old gurus. President Nixon has his George Allen, the watergate defendants the Gestapo, Max Smith reveres
Bozo the Clown, our charming Dean Waterson has St. Peter as her own personal hero (for the dullards among
you, he is the admissions officer Up There), and the staff of the Law Review worships money, i.e. potential earnings.
In at least one regard, then, the majority of law students are discriminated against; that is, they
have no hero to inspire them. consequently, RG presents a remedy for the situation.
Who is stronger than the ucc, able to leap tall stacks of statutes annotated in a single bound, and
is faster than the appellate process? --- COIF-MAN.
COIF-MAN, who by day masquerades as a pompous, officious, elitist law student, and by night ia a
pompous, officious, elitist law student.
Though he has never been photographed, I was able to sketch COIF-MAN based on the information given
to me by eighty-seven year old law student, Gerry Atric, who is purported to have seen COIF-MAN at work
one night. An eighty-seven year old law student, you ask? Well, actually he has amassed 6,782 credits
but was never allowed to graduate since he has failed case Club for the last fifty-nine years in a row someone keeps hiding the books he needs.
The sketch of COIF-MAN requires some explanation, so I have provided a key:
A. Track shorts and track shoes so he can get to
the library first.
B. Big pocket for hiding books.
c. Dean St. Unwound Memorial Pocket Watch for
having half of his body in the top half of his
body.
D.

An

apple for the teacher.

E.

Worms.

F. OVer-sized foot, not due to elephantiasis, but
from stomping on people on his way to the top
half of the class.
G. Brush and butter to "butter up" profs with
(substitute for excessive oral participation in
class and saying things as if no one else in
class understood them).
H. Giving hand.
I.

Taking hand.

J. Phony face (for use at receptions, sherry
parties, interviews, etc.).

K. For back stabbing, what else?
L. Utility belt - a chic item among heroes.
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The 1977 Staffproduced some stellar illutrations, which Pm sure these professors are delighted to see
in print once more. Just when they thought they could look back and laugh...
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Midwest Edition

March 17, 1977
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BARACK FERRAZZANO KIRSCHBAUM
PERLMAN & NAGELBERG

If you want to be in Chicago, work with the best, have
the highest quality national practice and avoid buying a
bunch of suits, you owe it to yourself to check us out.
We're on campus Thursday, October 14.
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February 23, 1972. For those who can't handle the detail ofGilbert's and Emanuel's...
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DEWEY BALLANTINE LLP
GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR INTERVIEWS!
THE NEW YORK OFFICE IS ON CAMPUS
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21ST
For further information about opportunities at Dewey Ballantine LLP please contact:
William Davis, Legal Personnel & Recruitment Manager
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019
(212) 259-7328
wdavis@deweyhallantine.com
Visit us on-line: www.deweyballatine.com

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
New York • Washington, D.C. • Los Angeles • London • Hong Kong • Budapest • Prague • Warsaw

LAW WEATHERS &_ RICHARDSON
Professional Corporation
Attorneys and Cmmselors

Bridgewater Place • 333 Bridge Street, N.W. Suite 800 • Grand Rapids, Michigan 49504
For over 130 years, Law, Weathers&: Richardson, P.C. has been serving clients' legal needs throughout Michigan. We
are proud of our rich tradition of public service. Former members of the firm include President Gerald R. Ford; his
Chief White House Counsel, Philip Buchen; and Julius Amberg, who was the second president of the State Bar of
Michigan and served as counsel to Secretary oi'War Henry L. Stimson during World War II. We are the oldest law
firm in western Michigan and the second oldest in the state. With 35 attorneys, we are large enough to specialize in
panicular areas of law, yet small enough to offer personalized service to our clients and a pleasant work environment
for the members of our firm.

Areas of expertise
Aviation • Antitrust • Banking • Bankruptcy • Bonding • Commercial
Construction • Corporation • Dispute Resolution • Employee Benefits • Environmental
Estate Planning • Finance • Health • Intellectual Propeny • International • Labor • litigation
Mergers and Acquisitions • Municipal • Negligence • Probate • Product liability • Railroad
Real Estate • School • Securities • Taxation • Trusts • Workers Compensation
If you are a second year student interested in locating permanently in Grand Rapids, our representatives would

welcome the chance to interview you on campus on Tuesday, September 21, 1999. If you are unable to
interview on campus, you may submit your resume by September 15, 1999, directly to Ms. Kristy L. DeVos,
Recruiting Coordinator, Law, Weathers & Richardson, P.C., 333 Bridge Street, N.W., Suite 800, Grand Rapids,
Michigan 49504 for consideration for a screening interview at our offices.
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On-campus interviews and ding letters have always been a source ofconsternation for all law students, and thus ripe fodder for sarcasm. In 1977, the RG invited students to submit their most
bizarre ding letters; here are the two that were selected as "the winning losers. "
Dear

The partners have now had an opportunity to consider the question
of offers of summer employment, and I regret to advise that we are not going
to be able to extend an offer to you.
I view this decision with real pain, since I have no doubt whatsoever that you are going to become a very talented lawyer. I do not engage in
idle ego-massaging commentary, however, when I tell you that we interviewed
an exceptionally capable group of second-year students this year, and that I
believe the only conclusion you should draw from our decision is. that in view
of the small size of our office, we simply cannot take on more than a very
few summer associates.
Candidly, I hope (perhaps too optimistically) that you will not
lose interest in our firm and that I will have a chance to talk with you in
Ann Arbor next Fall. I do wish you success in the coming summer, and again
express our appreciation for your interest.
Very

t~uly

yours,

MicHAELBFsr

MICHAELBESr
&FRIEQRICHU2

&FRIEQRICH,IwNOO)
~at Law

~at Law

ATTENTION: UNIVERSITY OF MICIDGAN LAW SCHOOL 2L AND 3L STUDENTS
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEW DATE: SEPTEMBER 21, 1999
We know you are busy- so we'll be brief We would like you to consider a career with Michael
Best & Friedrich LLP. Why?
•

We are a "big firm" {240 +attorneys) with a "small firm" atmosphere.

•

We look for well-rounded, community minded, energetic individuals eager to learn and grow
towards developing their own practice.

•

The pay is good:

•

$80,000 Milwaukee*
$80,000 Madison*
$82,000 Chicago

(+ $5,000 intellectual Property

Differential)

We are committed to mentoring and training.

Interested? Sign up to talk with our on-campus interviewer who will be on campus September 21,
1999. Ifyou need more information, please call,fax or e-mail Joyce Nordman, Recruitment Coordinator,
at 414-271-6560, 414-277-0656 or jmnordman@mbflaw.com. Or you can visit our web site at
www.mbf-law.com.
*(includes $3,000 signing bonus)
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LATHAM

I wATKINS

WWW.LW.COM
CHICAGO •

LOS ANGELES •

NEW ..JERSEY • NEW YORK • ORANGE COUNTY

SAN DIEGO. SAN FRANCISCO. SILICON VALLEY. WASHINGTON,
HONG KONG •

LONDON •

MOSCOW •

SINGAPORE • TOKYO

D.C.

----------------~~~=~==e~==~=e=~=ta=e====7=~=e=pt=e=m=be=r=l=9=99=====~=======4=3~Jj
Dear
I very much enjoyed talking with you at the Law
School a few days ago and am very pleased at your interest in
Cleveland. Our recruiting teams have found that the students
we have interviewed this year, both at Michigan and elsewhere,
have included a number of extraordinarily well-qualified individuals, and this has made the selection process very difficult.
Accordingly, I very much regret that we will be unable
to invite you to the office for interviews.
I do not think that I discussed with you the fact
that I have spent a fair amount of time in Colorado, and came
to have a great affection for the state. My father was a high
school teacher in Fairfield, Iowa and every five years was required by Iowa law to attend summer school.
He took his summer
courses at the University of Colorado at Boulder on three different occasions when I was in grade school and high school.
The one thing that stands out in my recollection of the campus
was the delightful sound of the crystal water gurgling in the
irrigation ditches along the sidewalks. Are .those little ditches
still there? We stayed in a pine slab cabin ·located up in the
mountains on South Boulder Creek, as I recall, the electricity
for which was furnished by an honest-to-God water wheel. It is
curious what memory selectively retains; but I digress.
.
I very much hope you find a summer clerkship.which
is to your liking, and you have my very best wishes for success
and satisfaction in both the remainder of your law school career
and in practice thereafter.
Should you remain interested in locating in Cleveland, I hope that you will feel free to give me
a call, for I should be pleased to give you such assistance as
I can.
Cordially yours,

MILLER & CHEVALIER
LOOKS FORWARD TO MEETING

You

ON CAMPUS
OcTOBER

TAXATION GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS -

8,

I 999

LITIGATION

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND BUSINESS

655 FIFTEENTH STREET, N.W., SUITE 900, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-570 I
<202>626-5800

FAX: <202>628-0858

WWW. MILLERCHEVALIER.COM
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Please join Bodman, Longley & Dahling LLP on Thursday, September 16
from 5:00 to 7:00p.m. for a happy hour reception at the Arbor Brewing
Company, 114 East Washington between Main and Fourth. All2Ls
interested in interviewing with Detroit firms are encouraged to attend.
Interested 2Ls can meet Bodman attorneys, members of the recruiting committee, UM Law School
alumni and former summer associates in a casual atmosphere. Come enjoy good company, food
and drink while learning morC? about one of Michigan's premier law firms.
Remember: Bids to interview with Bodman, Longley & Dahling LLP are due at the Office of
Career Services by September 22. BLD on-campus interviews will be held on October 5.

We look forward to seeing you at the Arbor Brewing Company on September 16!

BODMAN, LONGLEY & DAHLING LLP
DETROIT

•

OAKLAND COUNTY

•

ANN ARBoR

•

NORTHERN MICIDGAN

www.bodmanlongley.c:om

ST

OOCK
& TROOCK
& AVANLLP
NEW YORK OFFICE

Will be interviewing second,year and
third,year students on Tuesday,
October 5, 1999
Sign,up through your placement office
by September 22, 1999
Ba;roN • BUIW'EST •

l..a5 ANGELES

• MIAMI •

NEW YORK

• W~H~GroN, D.C.
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val 48, No. 3; October 3, 1997. So good, this is its third publication.

B&B'sBS
Room200Q&A
Interviewer Question

3L w/ Offer Response

3L w/o Offer Response

2L Response

What interests you about
our firm?

I have read all the opinions
in cases your fmn was
involved in and I believe
you are doing socially
important work that interests
me personally.

I heard you were looking
for more than just grades.

I heard there was a good
deli in the basement of your
building.

How have your grades
been in law school?

My g.p.a. is 3.2547685324.

Career Services said you
weren't supposed to ask
about grades.

If you really want to talk
about numbers, let's talk
signing bonus.

What is your connection to
our city?

My great aunt lives there.

I was adopted and my birth
parents are from there.

The editors of Golf Digest
highly recommended the
region.

Are there any questions
you would like to ask 11UJ?

What is the summer
program like?

Would you put in a good
word for me if I told you
that you could have my
signing bonus?

Have you taken any classes
from JJ. While?

No, I wanted to dedicate a
lot of time to his course so I
felt it would be best not to
take him while I'm
interviewing.

i Is the weather mild enough
!

Yes, but I don't think my
grade in his class fully
reflects my aptitude.

I wouldn't sign up for an
8:00 a.m. class if Learned
Hand woke me up each
morning, Oliver Wendall
Holmes cooked me
breakfast, Chief Justice
Marshall drove me to class,
and Blackstone was the
professor.

Career Services told me I
don't have to answer
questions like that.

A fourteen-inch zucchini.

"

I

I

If you could be any
vegetable, wlud -vegetable
would you be?

I'm sorry, could you repeat
the question?

What kind of law do you
want to practice?

I'm seriously considering
either litigation or
transactional work.

to grow pot outdoors, or
should I build a
greenhouse?

I would be happy doing

I anything, even trusts and
I estates work.

I I can do it all.
1

Which
department gets out on the
links most?

I Hide from the real editors.

What exactly does a
Contributing Editor do on
your journal?

Actually, I'm an Associate
Editor. I cite check.

Personally, I work very
closely with the Editor-inChief.

Did you get an offer from
last summer's employer?

Well, it was a non-paying
public service job, and I was
hoping to work for a firm
this summer.

No. (whimper, whimper)

Yes, and if you don't offer
me more money in the next
five minutes, I'm going to
the driving range.

What do you feel you can
bring to our firm?

I think I will be a very hardworking, dedicated, and
talented lawyer.

Coffee and doughnuts each
morning if you think it11
help me get the job.

Well, I'm a little shaky off
the tee, but I putt fairly well
and I'm always good for a
few big shots in a four-man
scramble.

I

I
I

I

I~I=4=G===~========R=e=s=~=e=s=ta=e====7=~=e=pt=em=b=e=r=l9=9=9~11~--------------WJl. 49, No. 3; October 2, 1998. From Bruce Manning's column, Three Second Memory.
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vol 47, No. 3; October 7, 1996. What better way to end than with a bit ofse!fhelp?

B & B's BS
WRITE yOUR OWN DING LEITER
B & B understand that for many second and third years this is an extremely stressful time of
year. Fortunately for us, we have been offered lucrative positions of power in the Perot Administration, and Room 200 is just a distant memory. But rest assured, B & B feel your pain. To help you
release your tension and prevent you from being the next U.M. grad to start sending random bombs
around the country we have designed this little exercise. So fill in the blanks in this letter below, tear
it out (don't worry about the stuff written on the back, I'm sure it is some meaningless tripe masquerading as an editorial) and mail it to the last person who sat blankly across from you in a cubicle
repeating the litany, "Is there anything else I can tell you about our fum?"
_ _ _(today's date)
__
__
__
__

(UM grad from the early 80's, when anybody could get a law job)
(3 WASPy names and an ampersand)
(Some Suite on Some street)
(Crime-infested metropolis)

Dear

: (pretentious nickname they told you to call them)

Thank you for spending _ _ (#>than your# of fingers but< the sum of your digits) minutes
to speak with me regarding your fum. I found our discussion _ _ . (1. exciting, 2. fascinating,
3. embalming (choose one)).
I was impressed by your_ (1. firm, 2. outfit, 3. physical endowment, 4. firm physical
endowment protruding from your outfit (choose 1)). Unfortunately, I have received a better offer
from
(convenience store) and will be unable to pursue employment with you further. Good
luck finding someone else to _ _ (fill or assume) the position.
Sincerely,
- - - - - (your name or the person on the interview list immediately after you)
P.S. Your starting salary divided by the 3000 hours you expect a first year associate to bill would be
illegal to pay a gas attendant as of October 1, 1996.

Note: B&B understand that this is an extremely short letter which doesn't give you many spaces to
fill, which we realize is the second favorite pastime of U .M. law students (after baiting Professor
Kamisar about cops), but we felt it should be commensurate in length with the letters you are receiv(1. hilarious 2. inane 3. offensive
ing, and also we couldn't come up with any more
(choose one, but please choose #1 because we have so little joy in our lives) material.
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